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Cilia are used effectively in a wide variety of biological systems from fluid
transport to thrust generation. Here, we present the design and implementation of artificial cilia, based on a biomimetic planar actuator using softsmart materials. This actuator is modelled on the cilia movement of the
alga Volvox, and represents the cilium as a piecewise constant-curvature
robotic actuator that enables the subsequent direct translation of natural
articulation into a multi-segment ionic polymer metal composite actuator.
It is demonstrated how the combination of optimal segmentation pattern
and biologically derived per-segment driving signals reproduce natural ciliary motion. The amenability of the artificial cilia to scaling is also
demonstrated through the comparison of the Reynolds number achieved
with that of natural cilia.
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Cilia are active organelles that are used by most eukaryotic organisms to move
fluids. While micro-organisms use cilia to swim through fluids [1], higher
organisms use cilia to control internal fluid motion, for example to transport
mucus within the bronchial system [2]. Multicellular organisms often use
many closely packed cilia that synchronize to collectively achieve a muchenhanced fluid motion [3], or to achieve organism-level coordination that is
robust to the failure of individual cilia [4]. Cilia are usually between 1 and
20 mm long and move fluids by an asymmetric beating cycle that is efficient
in very viscous environments. This ciliary movement is achieved by bending
the whole filament, triggered by dynein molecular motors that slide the internal
microtubules along each other. Remarkably, the cilia used by simple microorganisms are structurally almost identical to those used by higher organisms,
suggesting that millions of years of evolution have driven naturally occurring
cilia to be the optimal elements for moving fluids at microscopic length
scales. This has led to a number of efforts to replicate ciliary kinetics in microsystems. These have predominantly focused on simple symmetric bending
actuators driven by electrical [5,6] and magnetic [7,8] means. Unfortunately,
these prior efforts have yielded little insight into the effectiveness of biomimetic
artificial cilia that closely replicate the articulations of natural cilia. The ubiquity
of biological cilia and wide variety of uses that Nature has found for them indicate that biomimetic artificial cilia would be extremely beneficial additions to
the engineering and robotics domain. In the robotic community, the versatility
of flexing actuators has long been studied, with particular focus on the generic
class of hyper-redundant robot manipulators. The best examples of practical
and biomimetic highly redundant (constrained hyper-redundant) manipulators
are embodied by the work of Hirose, especially snake models, including ACMR5 [9] and the SnakeBot [10]. Here, a large number of degrees of freedom
(DOF), emerging from the serial connection of multiple rigid segments, are
exploited to generate a range of snake-like ambulatory and manipulation
motions. The contrast between these rigid-segment robots with the continuous
flexible structures in nature has also led to the development of soft ‘continuum’
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robots. Soft continuum robotic manipulators are typically
designed for manipulation in unstructured and cluttered
workspaces [11,12]. Most of these manipulators are large
industrial designs and are not amenable for adaptation into
artificial cilia. By contrast, the relatively new field of electroactive polymers offers the potential to yield compliant
actuators which can be fabricated at the meso- and microscales and which can readily exhibit the continuous flexion
and asymmetric bending of natural cilia.
In this paper, we present the analysis, design and development of artificial cilia, using artificial muscles constructed
from electroactive polymers. The motions of natural cilia
are studied, and a kinematic model is developed that uses
the practical restriction of constant curvature within a finite
number of flexible segments. A voltage-based actuation
scheme is developed which is then mapped to a multisegment actuator made from ionic polymer metal composites
(IPMCs). Finally, the actuation of the natural cilia, the multisegment constant-curvature model and artificial IPMC cilia
are compared.

1.1. Biological cilia
Nature has devised many different ways to generate and control fluid flow. At sub-millimetre scales, viscosity-dominated
flow regimes necessitate the adoption of drag-based propulsion. Therefore, the fluid manipulation mechanisms used by
cilia and flagella are of particular interest for micro-robotic
applications, whether the flow is used for propulsion (e.g.
swimming robots) or mass transfer (e.g. prosthetic trachea).
Although cilia and flagella have the same physiological structure, the two terms have been used to differentiate the type of
cell on which they appear. For example, in some cells, flagella
are long and are present individually or in pairs (as in Volvox),
whereas in other cells, cilia are short and are present in much
larger numbers (as in the human respiratory tract). In this
study, we use the terms interchangeably. Cilia range in size
from less than 1 mm to 2 mm (although they are
predominantly ,20 mm) and typically beat at approximately
20–30 Hz [1]. They are highly effective at regulating fluid
flows through confined geometries in biological vessels
[13,14]. An individual cilium moves in an asymmetric
manner so that a lateral unidirectional fluid flow is generated
(figure 1c). The movement cycle of a cilium includes a large
power stroke and a compressed recovery stroke. During the
power stroke, the cilium is almost straight and its effect on
the fluid is maximized, while during the recovery stroke the
cilium flexes to minimize drag forces. In this study, we consider the colonial green alga Volvox, which consists of
thousands of somatic cells embedded in the surface of an

extracellular matrix, and a few germ cells inside the colony.
The somatic cells on the Volvox surface are each endowed
with two flagella that are oriented in the same direction
(figure 1b), and beat with a characteristic cycle shown in
figure 1c. The collective beating of the flagella on these somatic
cells makes Volvox a highly motile organism, capable or navigating to nutrient and light sources in stagnant ponds and
ditches. Directed motion of Volvox requires the coordination
of the thousands of cells on the colony surface without a central nervous system, which is achieved by a modulation of the
beating frequency in response to external stimuli [4,15].

1.2. Electroactive polymers for artificial cilia
Electroactive polymers are the set of relatively recent technologies within the general group of smart materials. Smart
materials exhibit a measureable response to an orthogonal
stimulus. In electroactive polymers, the stimulus is electricity
and the response is some mechanical deformation, such as
contraction or flexion. There are many electroactive polymers
that may be adapted for fabrication into artificial cilia, including dielectric elastomers, conducting polymers and IPMCs
[16]. Dielectric elastomers exhibit planar expansion and
therefore fabrication into cilia would require complex multisegment bimorph structures. Conducting polymers are
more suitable for cilia structures but, again, a bimorph structure is required and the typical response of conducting
polymers is slower than IPMCs. IPMCs, in contrast, are the
most promising class of electro-active polymers for cilia structures. They are well suited to these low-force applications, can
generate the required large bipolar displacements without the
need for a bimorph structure, and can be readily segmented
to enable complex actuated shapes. A variety of novel mechanisms and devices, including micro-pumps, fish and snake
robots, dust wipers, active catheters and grippers have
already been proposed based on IPMC actuators for industrial and biomedical applications [17].
When subjected to an external voltage stimulus, IPMCs
undergo ion migration-induced swelling near the negative
electrode and shrinkage near the positive electrode, resulting
in bending of the actuator. IPMCs can also act as mechanicalto-electrical transducers where mechanical deformations
induce internal ion migration and thereby generate a measureable current. Low driving voltages (,3 V), scalability,
redundant DOF, chemical stability and silent operation are
among the main motivations for using this promising class
of actuators as an alternative propulsive system to conventional motors [17,18]. IPMCs typically work in liquid
environments as the mobility of cations in the polymer network plays an essential role in their actuating and sensing
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Figure 1. (a) Volvox carteri (reproduced with permission from Drescher et al. [4]), (b) the structure of a single biflagellate somatic cell within the Volvox colony,
(c) schematic derived from the asymmetric flexural motion exhibited by a single Volvox cilium. (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 2. Principles of actuation in IPMC actuators (a) no input voltage and (b) voltage applied. (Online version in colour.)

2. Identification of the complex motion of
natural cilia
In order to generate a biologically realistic model of the
motions of natural cilia, we focus on the kinematics of a
single cilium on the surface of Volvox carteri f. nagariensis
EVE [4]. A movie was taken of a single Volvox colony in the
second half of its 48 h life cycle. A schematic of this life
cycle is shown in Solari et al. [26]. The cilium studied in
this paper was close to the anterior pole of the Volvox colony.
Twenty-four equally spaced frames from the movie showing the typical ciliary motion during one complete cycle at
25 Hz are shown in figure 3. It is clear that the Volvox
cilium is approximately straight over the power stroke
(t1 2 t12) and curled during the recovery stroke (t13 2 t24) to
minimize the drag force [27]. While the cilia motion in
Volvox is not absolutely planar and has a small out-of-plane
component [28], in this paper, we seek to replicate only the
planar motion of cilia.
Kinematic data were extracted, using a custom application in Matlab, and the resulting 24 curves are shown in

figure 4a, where the cilium is shown in horizontal orientation and is fixed at point (0,0). The curves are numbered to
match the frames in figure 3, and the endpoints are clearly
marked. The closed path encompassed by the 24 endpoints
also shows the asymmetric beating of the Volvox cilia with
power stroke ( points 1– 12) and recovery stroke ( points
13– 24) clearly visible.
To generate a kinematic model of the cilium which can be
readily mapped to a soft robotic actuator, such as an IPMC,
we need to consider the complexity of cilia beating in relation
to the physical implementation constraints. These include a
fixed number of segments and the constant curvature bending within each segment of the actuator. To this end, it is
desirable to determine along the natural cilium the segments
of curvature that have the same polarity of curvature, i.e. we
wish to determine curvature inflection points. In this way, we
may make an initial estimate of how many segments will be
required in the artificial cilium. Subsequently, we consider
flexion in the natural cilium where relatively distinct segments have differing curvatures, but which have the same
bending polarity.
Analysis of the kinematics in figure 4a reveals that the
natural cilium has a maximum of two distinct inflection
points. This is shown clearly in figure 4b where the
24 frames are displayed horizontally, the normalized position
along the length of the cilium is shown vertically and the
inflection points are shown mapped onto the length. For
example, in frame 1, the cilium has a single inflection point
approximately in the middle of its length, whereas in frame
17, there are two inflection points at approximately 0.25
and 0.8, respectively. The most important observation from
figure 4b is that the points of inflection are extremely
mobile. Through the complete cycle, both inflection points
travel from base towards the tip, with the second inflection
point emerging only during the recovery stroke. This movement is illustrated in figure 4b by the arrows. Crucially, the
dynamic segmentation in the natural actuator shown in
figure 4b is not implementable in multi-link soft manipulators
because segmentation points (and hence inflection points) are
fixed at manufacture. In the following, we explain the principles of the soft multi-link manipulation architecture and
show how we tackle the design problem of replicating natural
cilia motion by making appropriate estimations based on the
constraint of a fixed segmentation pattern.

3. Generalized multi-link soft
manipulation model
We now present the framework for cilia representation under
the restrictions of a fixed number of segments and where each
segment exhibits a constant curvature along its length.
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principles. When an electric field is applied to the IPMC,
unbound cations move in the direction of the electric field.
This migration, and the associated parasitical water flux, generates a pressure imbalance across the material and a
significant bending response [19] (figure 2a,b). Note that the
bending of an ideal IPMC (where electrodes have zero resistance) is uniform along its length, resulting in an arc of
constant curvature. Typically, IPMCs are composed of a
thin (,0.5 mm) Nafion or Flemion membrane, with chemically deposited gold or platinum electrodes [20]. IPMCs can
be fabricated at a nanometre scale and are still able to operate
at a few microvolts [21]. Biocompatibility [22] and the considerable bending response in low-viscosity liquid
environments make IPMCs suitable candidates for biorobotics applications. The similarity between natural cilia
and IPMCs in terms of localized bending actuation, operation
in water and wide scalability means that the IPMCs are excellent candidate materials upon which to base an artificial
cilium. Hence, in the remainder of this paper, we will use
only IPMC electroactive polymers in the design, fabrication
and evaluation process.
Segmentation of the surface electrodes enables actuation of
an IPMC into more complex shapes through the separate control of each segment. The segmentation approach has been
used effectively to create a snake-like swimming robot [23],
complex motion patterns, i.e. S-shaped actuation [24] and a
soft three-link manipulator with visual feedback [25]. In this
paper, we take advantage of the segmentation approach to
design a ciliary actuator with piecewise constant curvature.

3
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Figure 3. The natural beating pattern of a Volvox cilium at 25 Hz, fixed base of the cilium is shown in frame t1.

Figure 5b illustrates an active soft structure as a series of bipolar constant-curvature segments (figure 5a). This is shown
clearly, for example, where angle b1 describes the endpoint
deviation of segment l1 with reference to its start point direction and w1 is the bending of the joint between segment l1 and
l2. The piecewise constant-curvature architecture enables the
whole cilium to be controlled through the application of a
small number of independent signals [29].
Consider an ideal bipolar constant-curvature actuator as a
perfectly circular curve of length l, tangent to the x-axis at its
base. A positive input signal bends the actuator upwards so
that its tip lies at the point P and its curvature fits on a
circle of radius r with centre C (figure 5a). A negative input
likewise bends the actuator downwards. Given sufficient
input the actuator can bend into a perfect semicircle with
radius l/p or even a perfect circle with radius l/2p. Referring

to figure 5a, the actuator’s tip position can be expressed as
P ¼ (Xp, Yp) where,
Xp ¼ r sinðaÞ;

Yp ¼ rð1  cosðaÞÞ:

ð3:1Þ

The chord angle of the actuator, g can be described as
 
Yp
:
ð3:2Þ
g ¼ tan1
Xp
Substituting Xp and Yp from equation (3.1),

g¼

a
;
2

ð3:3Þ

and basic rules of geometry yield a ¼ b and b ¼ 2g.
The unconventional joints-free structure of the proposed electroactive polymer soft actuators makes them
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Figure 4. (a) The overlaid motion pattern extracted from a single Volvox cilium; (b) illustration of the dynamic segmentation pattern during the 24-frame sequence
of cilia movement cycle. Arrows indicate the direction of displacement of the inflection points. (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 5. (a) Positive and negative bending of a single bipolar constant-curvature actuator of length l in response to voltage V; (b) schematic of the generalized soft
multi-link manipulation with i segments [25]. (Online version in colour.)
fundamentally different from rigid link approximations and
fully hyper-redundant robots. Hence, standard techniques for
selecting frames of reference such as the Denavit–Hartenberg
algorithm are not directly applicable for the kinematic analysis
of soft robots [30]. In the following, we discuss a simple
approach based on the earlier-mentioned arc geometry to
compute kinematics of soft multi-link actuators.
Now consider a series of linked constant-curvature
segments, as shown in figure 5b. Simple rotations and translations are sufficient to build up a full multi-segment
structure. The tip positions of each segment, as defined by
the points P0, P1, P2, . . . , Pi, are calculated from the previous
segment as given in (3.4) where Ti is the transformation
matrix to be applied to the endpoint Pi of segment i.
2

Piþ1

cosðai þ wi Þ
¼ Ti Pi ¼ 4 sinðai þ wi Þ
0

 sinðai þ wi Þ
cosðai þ wi Þ
0

3
Xpi
Ypi 5Pi : ð3:4Þ
1

Note that the curvature of any arbitrary segment bent
with a radius of ri can be calculated through ai ¼ li/ri,
where li represents the length of that segment. Given all wi,

the coordinates of any point along the actuator can be
calculated using (3.4) and this relationship.
The transformation matrix T for the final endpoint of the
manipulator can be computed by multiplying all transfer
matrices from the base to the tip of the actuator [31]. For a
three-segment actuator, the net transformation matrix can
be expressed as T ¼ T1 T2 T3.

4. Optimization of actuator segmentation
pattern
A cilium is capable of generating continuous complex deformation along its body. Mimicking this exact deformation in a
multi-link soft actuator would require an extremely large
number of very small segments. This is impractical from a
number of points of view; the control system would be extremely complex and, given a finite gap between segments of
the soft material (to ensure electrical separation), the proportion of the actuator that can actually move would
diminish. As a compromise between the technological limitations and the biological inspiration, in this study we focus
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Table 1. The optimal segmentation parameters for multi-segment actuators (L ¼ 1).
optimal segmentation pattern
d2

d3

d4

d5

0.56
0.45

0.77
0.59

0.79

0.45

0.58

0.75

number of segments

d1

2
3

0.48
0.30

0.61

4

0.29

0.54

0.76

5
6

0.18
0.16

0.35
0.31

7

0.17

0.31

on the implementation of an artificial cilium with limited
number of segments, where the segmentation pattern is
optimized to produce the most natural motion.
To enable this optimization, we define a cost function
based on the accumulative error between the independent
segments of natural cilia and the per-segment circular fit.
This cost function is then minimized by applying a genetic
algorithm optimization process in Matlab [32]. To form the
cost function, the whole length of an IPMC actuator (L) is
assumed to be divided into N segments conditioned as
d1 , d2 , d3... , dN 2 1 , L, where di marks the position of
the segmentation boundary between segment i and segment
i þ 1, as illustrated in figure 6a. The set of parameters
fd1, . . . , dN 2 1g is optimized by the genetic algorithm.
For a three-segment actuator, the argument that defines
the segmentation pattern along the length of the actuator
can be expressed as
d ¼ fd1 ; d2 g; where 0 , d1 , d2 , L:

ð4:1Þ

Referring to figure 6b, the error between the natural
cilia segments and their idealized constant-curvature fit
for a particular motion state and for a specific segmentation pattern d ¼ fd1,d2g can be simply considered as the
summation of accumulated errors in three segments
e¼

l qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
ðxA ðsÞ  xB ðsÞÞ2 þ ðyA ðsÞ  yB ðsÞÞ2 ;

ð4:2Þ

s¼0

where (xA(s), yA(s)) and (xB(s), yB(s)) are the coordinates
along the natural cilium and the piecewise constant-curvature
fit, respectively, at position 0  s  L along their lengths.

d6

0.90

Now we calculate the total error as the sum of error over
all frames
E¼

m
X

ei ;

ð4:3Þ

i¼1

where m is the number of frames in the beating cycle
(here m ¼ 24).
Using the error function E in (4.3) as the genetic algorithm
fitness function, the optimizer was run on six key states of the
movement of cilia (every fourth frame in figure 4). The resulting optimal segmentation boundaries are shown in table 1
for ideal cilia actuators of length L ¼ 1, ranging from 2 to 7
segments. For example, the first row shows that the optimal
segmentation of a two-segment artificial cilium is a segmentation boundary at position 0.48, approximately halfway
along the length.
An increase in the number of segments is expected to
reduce overall error, because the artificial cilium will be
more able to deform into the complex shape of the natural
cilium. This is confirmed in figure 7a, which shows the total
error for the segmentation schema in table 1. Here, the
error is normalized with respect to the calculated absolute
error for a single-segment actuator. There is a clear elbow
in this graph where the number of segments is 3. After this
point, the rate of reduction in error is very small. We therefore
focus our work on the design and implementation of an artificial cilium with three separately controlled segments, as
shown in figure 7b.
The simulation results in table 1 and figure 7a show that an
ideal soft actuator, segmented into three independently
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Figure 6. (a) Illustration of the segmentation pattern for an N segment actuator and (b) illustration of error used to form the cost function of the system for a threesegment actuator. The dashed circles illustrate the relative curvatures of the three circles that have been fit to the three segments. (Online version in colour.)
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controlled segments at position d1/L ¼ 0.3 and d2/L ¼ 0.61,
will have a normalized error of approximately 4.7 per cent.
We can now apply this segmentation scheme to our constant-curvature soft actuation model to show how an
artificial cilium can articulate in a manner very similar to the
natural cilium. Figure 8 shows the three-segment soft manipulation model articulating into the six predominant states from
figure 4 (i.e. every fourth frame). The dashed circles are shown
to illustrate the three constant-curvature segments of the actuator. It is clear from figure 8 that a three-segment idealized
artificial cilium can articulate closely into the shape of a natural
cilium. Note that all segments are connected smoothly at the
optimum segmentation points. This is consistent with the
inter-segment mechanical constraints imposed by IPMC actuators and indicates that IPMCs are ideal candidates for the
realization of artificial cilia.

5. Implementation of ionic polymer metal
composite artificial cilia
Not only do the smooth connections between segments of the
optimized soft manipulation model match those of the
IPMCs (as outlined earlier) but they are also attractive from
an analytical and control point of view. Considering wi ¼ 0
for IPMC actuators, the configuration of the multi-link soft
actuation is simplified as illustrated in figure 9. Each link represents an electrically isolated segment of the actuator while
sharing a contiguous ion-exchange membrane with all other
segments. In the remainder of the paper, we address the challenges regarding design adaptation and fabrication of the
IPMC artificial cilium.

5.1. Characterization of bending in ionic polymer
metal composites
An idealized IPMC has zero resistance across its surface
electrodes and will bend with a constant curvature.

r ¼ 94:09e1:30V :

ð5:1Þ

5.2. Estimation of total actuator length
In order to fabricate an effective multi-segment IPMC artificial cilium that has the same shape as the natural cilium,
we must first determine the minimum IPMC length needed
to achieve the necessary total bending. The minimum
length is clearly limited by the relationship in figure 10,
which itself is determined by the IPMC ion-exchange membrane thickness, and also by the maximum permissible
voltage that can be applied to the IPMC. We assume that a
soft bending actuator driven by maximum voltage Vmax
bends with minimum radius of curvature Rmin. Therefore,
for an n-segment actuator,
Lmin ¼ Rmin 

n
X

ai ;

ð5:2Þ

i¼1

where Lmin is the minimum length for the actuator, and a is segment angulation as shown in figure 5. Referring to figure 4, the
maximum sum of absolute bending angle is approximately
2708. To achieve this total bending angle in a Nafion 115
IPMC, we refer to figure 10 and observe that the corresponding
radius of 1.15 cm is possible at a maximum voltage of 3.4 V.
Voltages above this value are likely to damage the IPMC or
cause excessive electrolysis which can disrupt IPMC actuation.
Substituting into (5.2), we estimate the minimum length of the
Nafion 115 IPMC actuator needed to replicate the full range
of natural cilia motions to be Lmin 6.4 cm.

5.3. Electrode patterning for multi-link manipulation
To create sophisticated IPMC actuators capable of performing
complex manipulation, we must segment the surface electrodes. This segmentation is achieved by cutting or otherwise
partitioning the electrodes such that the polymer membrane
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Unfortunately, any real IPMC will have a non-zero electrode
resistivity. For example, gold-plated IPMCs fabricated using
the Oguro –Asaka method of electro-less chemical plating
will typically have resistance less than 0.5 V cm21 [19]. This
resistance results in a slight reduction in curvature along
the length of the actuator. For simplicity, we assume the
reduction in curvature is minimal and henceforth we model
the IPMC as a constant-curvature actuator. In order to
implement the multi-segment model above in a real IPMC,
we initially characterize the voltage –curvature relationship
for the fabricated Nafion 115 IPMCs. For this purpose, an
IPMC strip of 50  4 mm, gold-plated Nafion 115 was fabricated with a total thickness of approximately 130 mm. The
IPMC was fixed at one end and operated in water with a
slow ramp-up and ramp-down voltage signal, with maximum voltage of 3.5 V. The IPMC actuation was captured
with a high-resolution video camera, and a constant-curvature arc was fitted to the actuator profile. Figure 10 shows
the relationship between curvature of bending and the excitation voltage for the IPMC.
A first-order exponential function was fit to the experimental data, using the nonlinear least-squares method and
is shown in figure 10. Equation (5.1) defines the necessary
relationship between curvature and voltage needed to
implement multi-segment cilia-like structures in gold-plated
Nafion 115 IPMCs.
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Figure 9. The multi-link soft manipulation model for IPMC actuators. (Online
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remains unaffected. To realize this segmentation, we use electro-discharge machining (EDM) to pattern the cilium
actuator. EDM is a simple segmentation technique, which
involves selective removal of surface electrode material
through a sequence of very small spark discharge events.
EDM is naturally self-limiting in terms of the applied mechanical pressure and consistency of the patterning speed
[33]. The simulation results presented earlier suggest partitioning an IPMC strip with active length of L ¼ 6.4 cm
into three serially connected segments of 1.92, 1.98 and
2.50 cm from the base to tip of the actuator (i.e. d1/L ¼ 0.3
and d2/L ¼ 0.61).
Although the earlier-mentioned simulations suggest a
segmentation pattern that is asymmetric along the length of
the actuation, a symmetric actuator has a number of advantages. Because the symmetric actuator can be mounted in
reverse, its lifetime may be extended by simply swapping
ends. Additionally, a symmetric pattern also simplifies the
experimental set-up when dealing with a large number of
actuators, e.g. actuating a bundle of cilia in a coordinated
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4
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Figure 10. Change in radius of the curvature against input voltage for a
Nafion IPMC and the exponential fit. Solid line, exponential fit; circles,
experimental data. (Online version in colour.)
fashion. We therefore modify the optimal design given
above by adding an extra 2 mm to the shortest segment, to
allow for the base mounting clip, and slightly shifting the
central segment. The resulting pattern has three segments
of length 2.3, 2 and 2.3 cm, respectively. The actuation error
between the natural and the idealized IPMC model for our
revised symmetric segmentation pattern is 5.2 per cent (an
increase of ,0.5%). This minimal increase in error was
deemed a small penalty for the added flexibility of a
symmetric actuator.

5.4. Bio-reconstruction of the excitation signals
Along with the optimized segmentation pattern obtained earlier, a set of appropriate excitation signals are needed to
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achieve the desired cilia-like motion. To calculate these signals,
we examine the curvature of each segment in the IPMC model
above as fitted to the natural cilium. The stimulation voltage
required to achieve these curvatures was back calculated
from the exponential radius–voltage relationship in (5.1).
The radii of curvature (top) and correlated excitation signals
(bottom) for the full 24 frames of the IPMC cilia model are
shown in figure 11. Note that the dotted lines in the radius profile plots are asymptotes of the radius, each representing a
polarity change in both curvature and the input signal.

5.5. Simulation and actuation of the three-segment
artificial cilium
Having prepared an optimally segmented IPMC actuator
together with the corresponding reconstructed input signals,
we now undertake a comparative study of the motion of the
natural, simulated and experimental artificial cilia.
Reconstructed driving signals, as derived earlier, of frequencies f0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5g Hz were generated in
Matlab and output through a National Instruments NI-PCI
6704 analogue output card. These low-power analogue signals were amplified using LM2726 power operational
amplifiers (STMicroelectronics) with unity gain. The actuator
was placed in the middle of a 50  50  20 cm3 tank filled
with deionized water. Each of the amplified control signals
were delivered directly to the middle of each segment
through lightweight copper wires and small spring clips.
Figure 13b shows the IPMC in experimental configuration
within the water tank. The profile of the actuator was
recorded at each frequency and then analysed.
Applying the 0.1 Hz driving signals derived above to the
idealized three-segment IPMC model results in the ciliate
motion shown in figure 12a. Applying the same 0.1 Hz driving signals to the actual three-segment IPMC actuator results
in the motion shown in figure 12b. Although there is a clear
difference between the idealized (figure 12a) and actual

(figure 12b) IPMC, these results show that the physical
IPMC actuator generates a significant actuation cycle with a
clear power and recovery stroke. The large area swept by
the physical IPMC, and the large area encompassed by the
path of the tip shown in figure 12b also indicate a significant
directional fluidic interaction, confirming the effectiveness of
our biomimetic approach.
Now let us consider the trajectory of the tip of the cilium
in the three cases of (i) natural cilium; (ii) simulated IPMC
cilium model; and (iii) physical artificial IPMC cilium.
Figure 13a shows the tip trajectory of these three cases at
the same 0.1 Hz and where the same driving signals are
used for both the constant-curvature model and the artificial
IPMC cilium. Note that the IPMC and natural cilia dimensions
are normalized to the cilia length. To evaluate the difference
between two trajectories, the swept-area error function
(SE) is defined as the percentage of swept area encompassed
by the tip trajectories that falls outside their intersection.
The calculated swept-area error (SE) between the three
cases of natural, simulated and artificial cilia is calculated
as: SEnatural,simulated ¼ 19.9 per cent, SEsimulated,artificial ¼ 28.3
per cent and SEnatural,artificial ¼ 35.6 per cent.
Khaderi et al. [7] have shown that the enclosed area that
is swept by a cilium during one cycle of motion is linearly
correlated to the volume of resulting displaced fluid.
Osterman & Vilfan [34] also formulated this relationship for
the single particle model of cilium. Similarly, Golestanian &
Ajdari [35] have shown that the average velocity of a threelink sphere swimmer is proportional to the swept area. This
correlation can be used as a measure of the effectiveness of
cilia-like actuation for our artificial cilium. We extracted
end tip trajectories for the artificial IPMC cilium at different
actuation frequencies between 0.5 and 0.1 Hz. The areas
encompassed by the trajectory of the tip of the artificial
cilium for these frequencies are shown in figure 14a.
Figure 14b shows the swept area per cycle as a function of
frequency. This illustrates that decreasing the actuation
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5.6. Dynamic similarity
To compare the hydrodynamic effects present in the small
natural cilium and the larger artificial IPMC cilium, the
Reynolds number for each was calculated. For flows caused
by periodic motion such as the beating of cilia or pulsating
blood flow, the Reynolds number is typically scaled in
terms of the angular velocity
Re ¼

rv‘2
;
h

ð5:3Þ

where r and h represent fluid density and dynamic viscosity
and v and ‘ are the angular velocity and length of the cilium,
respectively [3,36,37]. The length of beating cilia in Volvox in
this study is 25 mm (approx. 300 nm diameter) beating at
25 Hz. The length of our artificial cilium is 6.4 cm, actuating
at 0.1 Hz, hence corresponding Reynolds numbers for
motion in water are calculated as
Renatural ¼ 0:015;

ð5:4Þ

Reartificial ¼ 409:6:

ð5:5Þ

and

The higher Reynolds number in the artificial cilium
implies the existence of a higher component of inertial
force. In practical applications, we would ideally desire our
artificial cilium to be of the same size and operate at the
same frequency as the natural cilium. The fundamental
scaling parameter of the IPMC in this study is the thickness
of the Nafion 115 ion-exchange membrane, which effectively
determines the voltage-induced curvature relationship in
(5.1). It has been recently demonstrated by Lei et al. [38]

6. Conclusion
We have presented a new soft robotic artificial cilium that
replicates the motion of biological cilia. We have demonstrated how a biological cilium can be viewed as a
piecewise constant-curvature manipulator and have introduced an analogous artificial muscle model to replicate the
motion of natural Volvox cilia, using a finite number of constant-curvature segments. The analysis of the articulation of
natural cilia suggests that although the most ideal actuator
should have a reconfigurable segmentation pattern, a small
number of fixed-length segments can capture the complex
bending of the cilia to a relatively high degree. We fabricated
an artificial three-segment IPMC cilium based on the fixed
segmentation pattern obtained using global optimization.
Biological data have also been used to derive suitable input
signals to drive the three separately controlled segments.
The artificial IPMC cilium has been evaluated at frequencies
in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 Hz and shows a similar movement
pattern to natural cilia.
The artificial cilia presented here can be used for a wide
range of robotic applications, but is especially suited for controlling fluid flow and as a propulsive element for swimming
robots. Future work will consider the fluid dynamics of the
artificial cilia and the possibilities for miniaturization and
metachronal wave formation through coordinated control of
a bundle of cilia actuators.
The work was supported in part by the EPSRC and the ERC, through
Advanced Investigator Grant 247333, and project grants EP/
I032533/1 and EP/F022824/1.
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